


"On average, people remember 10% of
what they read, but 90% of what they

learned through interactive games"

- Lars Tvede in Supertrends



At Escape Copenhagen, we have been developing
escape rooms since 2014. Today we have 28
employees and 11 escape rooms spread on three
locations in Copenhagen K as well as the mobile
escape room HACKED! which travels around the
entire Nordics.

We started the development of HACKED! in 2021.
HACKED! is an educational escape room with the
purpose of making awareness training entertaining.
At the beginning of 2023 the game was launched
and we started integrating the game into a 40 foot
shipping container to make HACKED! mobile.



HACKED! is a supplement to
the company's (often boring)
conventional cyber security

training, and is based on
learning points from the
Danish Centre for Cyber

Security.

AWARENESS TRAINING

By giving the awareness
training an entertaining and

different format, greater
awareness and a livelier
dialogue around cyber

security is created.

GAMIFICATION

Through a fun and exciting
experience, the team is better

equipped to face the
cyberthreats they may

experience at their workplace.

TEAMBUILDING

THE CONCEPT



LEARNING POINTS
 PHISHING

 REMOTE ACCESS ATTACK

 TAILGAITING

 BRUTE-FORCE ATTACK

 USB (HARDWARE PLUG-IN)

 UNATTENDED DEVICES

 MALWARE

 RANSOMWARE

 PASSWORD HACKING







“It's a great experience for everyone. It completely met my expectations. The
event gave an energy and attention to the work with cyber and information

security, which creates great value in our continued work to secure society's
critical infrastructure. The event was carried out with great professionalism from

CyberEscapeRoom. We will definitely repeat the experience.”

- Morten Pedersen, CISO at Banedanmark

“The Escape Room HACKED! was a smashing success for us. The crew from
Escape CPH were great throughout the entire process, from initial talks all the way
to having a massive 12 meter shipping container on our location.  Over 100 of our
colleagues tried the room, and the response was overwhelmingly positive. Truly a
great way of spreading awareness and making cyber security just a little bit fun!”

- Michael W. Strandby, Senior Cyber Security Professional at Lundbeck



"Super great feedback from the organization and definitely something that
has been talked about afterwards. There was almost an echo everywhere.
I would definitely recommend CyberEscapeRoom.dk to others who want

to do awareness training in this way, they get 10 out of 10.”

- Ida Bongosia Brun, Head of IT Governance at Uno-X

"It's super cool and a good way to do something different than the
typical awareness training, because it provides an experience that

people can talk about and feel on their own bodies."

- Camilla N. Bjærge, Change Management Leader at Banedanmark

"It's the obvious way to run cyber training, because it's as hands-on as
anything can get. I think it's really cool, I'm really stoked about it"

- Morten B. Deleuran, Head of IT at Peter Justesen
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Cyberescaperoom.dk
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Contact us for dialogue or a test game


